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Scheduling of twin telescopes and the impact on troposphere
and UT1 estimation

Armin Corbin and Rüdiger Haas

Abstract Recently, several VGOS twin telescopes in
Europe were completed. We examine the use of VGOS
twin telescopes by a new scheduling approach. This ap-
proach is based on integer linear programming and cre-
ates uniform distributed observations over time. Sev-
eral VLBI intensive sessions are rescheduled involving
the VGOS twin telescopes and the impact on the tropo-
sphere and UT1 estimation is investigated.

Keywords VLBI Intensive Sessions; VGOS Twin
Telescopes; Scheduling; Simulation; Atmospheric
Turbulence; Global Optimization

1 Introduction

VLBI intensive (INT) sessions (Schnell, 2006) are one
hourly sessions that are used to provide information
about the solar time UT1 on a regular basis and with
low latency. From Monday to Friday the INT1 base-
line from Wettzell to Kokee is observed and on the
weekend the INT2 baseline from Wettzell to Ishioka.
These baselines have large east-west components en-
suring a high sensitivity to the solar time UT1. See
Fig. 1 for the location of the telescopes. Currently, the
legacy S/X setup is used for all INT sessions, how-
ever, at each of the stations involved in the INT1 and
INT2 sessions a modern VGOS-compatible telescope
is available. Thus, it is possible to observe broadband
INT sessions. Moreover, there are VGOS twin tele-
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Fig. 1: Map of the northern hemisphere showing the
position of all observatories with VGOS twin tele-
scopes (triangles) and observatories with one only
VGOS telescope used for the INT1 and INT2 sessions
(circles).

scopes at Wettzell enabling simultaneous observation
of the INT1 and INT2 baselines. In total there are three
twin telescopes on the globe, which are all located in
Europe (Fig 1). Involving both the VGOS twin tele-
scopes at Wettzell and Onsala, as well as the VGOS
telescopes at Kokee and Ishioka, four baselines with
large east-west component can be observed simultane-
ously.

We created new schedules for 187 INT sessions of
the year 2018. For each of these sessions three different
schedules were created. One without twin telescopes,
one with the twin telescopes in Wettzell and another
one with the twin telescopes in Wettzell and Onsala.
We used a new scheduling approach capable of finding
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the schedule with the best sky coverage score (Sec. 2).
In the next step, the observations of each schedule were
simulated (Sec. 3). The simulator ensures that the at-
mosphere and the clocks for each session are indepen-
dent of the schedule. Finally, the simulated observa-
tions were adjusted and the estimated parameters were
compared (Sec. 4). All computations were done with
the VLBI analysis toolbox ivg::Ascot (Halsig et al.,
2017).

2 Scheduling

For each investigated INT session three different
schedules were created. The main difference between
them is the number of involved twin telescope stations.
Thus, we call the scenarios ZT (zero twin), OT (one
twin), and TT (two twins).

In the ZT scenario the same observatories as in the
original INT schedules are used, but with the VGOS
instead of the S/X legacy telescopes.

In the OT scenario the INT1 and INT2 baseline are
observed simultaneously with the VGOS telescopes in
Kokee and Ishoika and the VGOS twin telescopes in
Wettzell.

Finally, in the TT scenario the VGOS twin tele-
scopes in Wettzell and Onsala as well as the VGOS
telescopes in Ishioka and Kokee are used. In this sce-
nario four baselines with large east-west component
are observed simultaneously. To improve the sky cov-
erage we also observe the short baselines between the
twin telescopes in Onsala and Wettzell and the base-
line between Ishioka and Kokee every fourth minute.
The detailed scan sequence is presented in Tab. 1.

We created schedules with regular observations: In
each minute each station is participating in one quasar
observation. The first 30 s are reserved for the slewing
of the telescope and the remaining 30 s are used for
the observation. This is possible because VGOS tele-
scope are very fast, i.e., they can slew to any source
on the sky within 30 s. Only observations exceeding a
signal to noise ratio (SNR) larger than 20 within the
30 s were scheduled. For the SNR computation (e.g.
Gipson 2018) we assumed a VGOS broadband setup
with 32 channels of 32 MHz bandwidth each and 2-
bit sampling. However, we only used one polariza-
tion, leading to a pessimistic SNR compared with the
VGOS setup. Moreover, the antennas of a twin tele-

Table 1: Overview of the schedule setups. We use the
IVS 2-letter code to identify the stations. A baseline or
subnet is a group of 2-letter codes and different subnets
are divided by white spaces.

scenario scan sequence #obs. #scans #stas. #long bl.

ZT WnK2 (INT1)
60 60 2 1

WnIs (INT2)

OT 3x WnK2 WsIs
120 120 4 2

3x WnIs WsK2

TT 3x WnOeK2 WsOwIs

315 135 6 4
1x K2Is WsOw WnOe
3x WnOeIs WsOwK2
1x K2Is WsOw WnOe

scope were never observing the same source together.
In fact, the spherical distance between the simultane-
ously observed sources of a twin station had to be
larger than 60◦. At least 10 minutes had to past until
the same source was observed again by the same sta-
tion. Moreover, a source could not be observed more
than 6 times by the same observatory (observations of
a twin telescopes are not counted separately).

The optimization criterion for the scheduling is the
local sky coverage. We used the sky coverage score de-
scribed in Corbin et al. (2019): The hemisphere above
each station is partitioned into cells of equal size and
similar shape multiple times. If a cell includes an ob-
servation its surface area is added to the sky cover-
age score. The score is computed for a time period of
10 minutes which is shifted in 5 minutes steps. The
partitions are computed following Beckers & Beckers
(2012) and have 10, 18, 29 and 107 cells. Twin tele-
scopes were treated as a single telescope for the com-
putation of the sky coverage.

We used an integer linear program (ILP, Williams
2013) that incorporates all the constraints explained
above to create the schedules. The ILP is descried in
detail in Corbin et al. (2019). However, the ILP we
are using in this paper is extended with additional con-
straints to model the twin stations. Since the observa-
tion times and the subnets were predefined (see Tab. 1)
the ILP’s only task was to determine the source that
was observed by each subnet. With these simplifica-
tions it is possible to find the schedule with the opti-
mal sky coverage in a few minutes using a CPU with 2
cores at 2,7 GHz.
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3 Simulations

To simulate an observation τsim we computed the ge-
ometric delay τg and distorted it with systematic and
random errors:

τsim = τg+clock2 − clock1 (1)

+Mf (ε2) ·ZWD2 −Mf (ε1) ·ZWD1 +wn

For each station i we modeled the clock clocki and
the delay caused by the wet part of the troposphere in
zenith direction ZWDi, which was mapped to the el-
evation εi of the observation with a mapping function
Mf . Here, we used the VMF1 mapping function (Böhm
et al., 2006). To each observation, white noise with a
standard deviation of 20 ps was added to simulate ran-
dom errors.

The geometric delay τg was calculated according to
the IERS conventions (Petit & Luzum, 2010). We used
the ITRF2014 (Altamimi et al., 2016) for station co-
ordinates and the ICRF2 (Fey et al., 2015) for source
positions. The IERS C04 time series was used for nuta-
tion and polar motion. However, we used the BKG eopi
time series for UT1, to reduce the interpolation error.

The geometric delay is the only deterministic term
in Eq. 1. The other terms are stochastic and require a
random generator for the computation. Each session
was simulated three times, each time with a different
schedule. To avoid different clocks for each simula-
tion of the same session, the station clocks were pre-
computed and saved. We assumed an Allan standard
deviation of 10 fs at 50 minutes. During the simula-
tion the corresponding clock value was looked up and
added to the delay. With this method, the station clocks
are consistent for each run of the simulation and inde-
pendent of the schedule.

To make sure that in each simulation of the same
session and station the same troposphere was used, a
reference troposphere was computed. To do so, the sky
above each station was partitioned into 209 cells of
equal size and similar shape using the method from
Beckers & Beckers (2012). For each cell the equivalent
zenith wet delay (EZWD) was computed with a tem-
poral resolution of one minute. The EZWDs are calcu-
lated with the turbulence model from Nilsson & Haas
(2010) using an initial delay of 450 ps. We used the
turbulence parameters provided in Petrachenko et al.
(2009), except for the station Onsala that is missing in
the list.

During the simulation the EZWD from the cell con-
taining the observation was mapped to the correct ele-
vation and added to the simulated delay. For twin sta-
tions the same reference troposphere was used. See
Fig.2 for an illustration of the reference troposphere.

To verify the simulator we simulated the observa-
tions of 114 INT sessions in the year 2018. Only ses-
sions with more than 15 good1 observations were used.
Afterwards, the simulated as well as the observed ses-
sions were analyzed using a least-squares adjustment
with standard intensive parametrization2. For each ses-
sion we computed the difference in UT1 between the
solution using the simulated observations and the solu-
tion using the real observations. The WRMS of these
differences is 14 µs which indicates that the simulated
observations are reasonable.

4 Results

The simulated sessions were evaluated with a least-
squares adjustment. Due to the large number of obser-
vations (Tab. 1), more parameters can be estimated than
in regular INT sessions. Instead of one ZWD offset we
approximated constant piece wise linear functions (CP-
WLF) with an interval length of 10 minutes (7 parame-
ters per station). The station clocks were modeled with
a CPWLF with 20 minutes interval length (4 parame-
ters per station). The clock at WETTZ13N was fixed.
The target parameter was UT1. We used two differ-
ent parametrizations for the ZWD for the OT and TT
scenario. In the first setup we estimated a CPWLF for
each antenna. In the second setup we estimated com-
mon ZWD parameters for the twin stations. We call
the solutions with combined ZWD parameters OTc and
TTc.

We evaluated the different scenarios by comparing
the estimated parameters with the true values. The dif-
ferences between the estimated and the true value of
UT1 and the ZWD are denoted with εUT1 and εZWD,
respectively. For each scenario we calculated the error
in UT1 εUT1 in all sessions and computed its mean and
the standard deviation. The results are summarized in
Tab. 2. Using the broadband instead of the legacy S/X

1 vgosDB quality code larger or equal to five
2 The station clock in Wettzell was fixed, the other was estimated
with a polynom of order two. We estimated one UT1 offset and
for each station a ZWD offset.
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Fig. 2: Example of a simulated reference troposphere: Each sky plot represents the troposphere at one point of
time. The time between two subsequent sky plots is two minutes, although the troposphere is computed with a
temporal resolution of one minute. The sky plots are aligned to the north (top of this page) and the center cell
corresponds to an elevation of 90 degrees. In this example, the wind is blowing from north-east direction.

Table 2: Mean and standard deviation of the error in
UT1 w.r.t. all sessions. The original scenario is a sim-
ulation of the schedules that were used for the (ob-
served) INT1 and INT2 sessions and analyzed with the
standard intensive setup.

scenario mean εUT1 (µs) std εUT1 (µs)

original -0.5 11.0

ZT -0.2 8.3

OT 0.4 6.2
OTc 0.5 6.2

TT 0.1 4.2
TTc 0.1 4.2

setup (first row vs. second row) the standard deviation
of the error in UT1 decreases by almost a factor of 3 µs.
With each additional twin telescope the scatter is fur-
ther decreased. In the TT scenario the standard devia-
tion of the error in UT1 is reduced to 4 µs. Combining
ZWD parameters, however, has no significant effect on
the estimation of UT1.

We computed the statistics of the error of the ZWDs
in the same way. The estimated ZWDs were compared
with the ZWDs in the center cell of the reference tropo-
sphere. The results are given in Tab. 3. The standard de-

Table 3: Mean and standard deviation of the error for
the ZWDs of each station w.r.t. all sessions. The refrac-
tive index structure constants for the involved stations
are give in the last row.

mean εZWD (ps)
scenario Wn Ws Kk Is On Os

ZT -0.06 - -0.24 -0.60 - -

OT 0.09 0.33 -0.44 -0.15 - -
OTc 0.14 -0.53 -0.16 - -

TT -0.30 0.09 -0.53 0.22 -0.21 0.17
TTc -0.10 -0.57 0.17 0.03

std εZWD (ps)
Wn Ws Kk Is On Os

ZT 9.3 - 17.0 11.9 - -

OT 8.5 9.0 16.6 11.4 - -
OTc 8.1 16.6 11.4 - -

TT 8.6 8.7 15.0 10.3 7.0 6.9
TTc 8.0 15.0 10.4 6.1

structure constant Cn ( 10−7m− 1
3 )

0.94 2.30 1.46 0.72

viation of the error of the ZWDs decreases slightly by
introducing one twin station (about a half picosecond).
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Fig. 3: Illustration of the reference troposphere at one
station for one session (see Sec. 4 for a description).

This applies also to the non-twin stations. By estimat-
ing common ZWDs parameters the standard deviation
is roughly decreased by one picosecond. Furthermore,
there is a strong correlation between the standard de-
viation of the error and the refractive index structure
constant (see last row of Tab. 3).

In case of a rotational symmetric atmosphere
the EZWD is independent of the elevation and the
azimuth of the observations. This case is illustrated
with a black dashed line in Fig. 3, which corresponds
to the center cell of the reference troposphere. But
when considering turbulence, the EZWD depends on
azimuth and elevation and cannot be illustrated with
a single line only. Each gray dotted line in Fig. 3
corresponds to the EZWD in one of the reference
troposphere’s cells. The difference between the true
EZWDs (blue diamonds) and the estimated ZWDs
(solid blue line) can reach several millimeters. A more
sophisticated troposphere model appears necessary to
model the EZWDs more accurately.

5 Conclusions

Introducing VGOS twin stations into INT sessions
leads to more observations with large east-west com-
ponent, providing improved estimations of the solar
time UT1. Our simulations show that the standard
deviation of the error in UT1 decreases from 11 µs
using the legacy S/X setup to 4 µs using two VGOS
twin stations with a broadband setup. The ZWD esti-

mation is only slightly improved (some picoseconds).
To improve the estimation of the EZWD, a better
troposphere model with more parameters appears
necessary. Twin stations lead to more observations at
the same observatory, and thus will allow in the future
a more complex troposphere modeling.
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